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Abstract

This paper presents a step by step design procedure for

the input filter of a current source inverter (CSI). The de-

sign is also applicable to matrix converters. The design

is based on the specifications of allowable ripple in the

input voltage of the CSI and high frequency harmonic

components in input grid current. Analytical techniques

have been developed to estimate the ripple present in the

input current and to model the converter for fundamental

or grid frequency. This is essential for the analysis of in-

put filter. The analysis and design of the input filter have

been verified by simulation in MATLAB/SIMULINK

environment.

1. INTRODUCTION

Current source inverter (CSI) has been in wide use

for high power induction motor drives. CSI needs fil-

ters to filter the switched currents at their input. Fig. 1

shows a CSI system with input LC filters. Optimum de-

sign of these filters are required to reduce cost and size

and also to meet the specifications of power quality on

utility side.

A few filter design procedures have been presented in

current literature. Reference [1] describes filter design

in terms of selecting the break frequency in the spec-

trum of input current of CSI. The damping of LC reso-

nance of input filter and its effect on closed loop control

of CSI is explained in [2]. Filter design based on IEEE

519 restrictions are presented in [3]. Similar filter design

procedure as in [1] is described in [4] and [5].

This paper proposes a new filter design method based

on specifications of allowable ripple in the input volt-

age of the CSI and distortion present in the input grid

current. It has been shown that this design ensures high

input power factor and minimum drop in the grid volt-

age in the input filter. As opposed to selection of break

frequency of filter, the values of L and C can be directly

calculated using the expressions obtained. Section II A

presents a simple carrier based modulation technique

for the control of CSI [6]. In section II B an analyti-

cal method has been developed for the estimation of the

ripple component present the input current of the CSI.

The estimation of the ripple component of the current is

essential for the filter design. This section also provides

a way to model the switching converter for fundamental

power flow. Section III explains the filter design proce-

dure. Simulation results and verification of analysis is

provided in section IV.

2. ANALYSIS

A simple carrier based modulation for the control of

CSI has been presented. Next this modulation technique

has been used to estimate the switching frequency com-

ponent in the input line current and to model the con-

verter for different frequencies.

2.1. Modulation of the CSI

Equation (1) gives the sinusoidal input voltages

voa,vob,voc at the input of CSI.

voa = Vo cosωt

vob = Vo cos

(

ωt−
2π

3

)

voc = Vo cos

(

ωt+
2π

3

)

(1)

where Vo is the peak and ω (normally 2π60 rad/sec) is

the angular frequency of the sinusoidal input voltage.

Each leg of the CSI consists of three switches i.e. the

switches in the top leg are SaA, SbA, ScA. In any one leg

no two switches can be ON simultaneously (to avoid
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Figure 1. Circuit diagram

short circuit between the phases) and at least one switch

has to be ON (to avoid open circuit of inductive dc side

current). In order to satisfy the second condition the

duty ratios of the switches SaA, SbA, ScA, SaB, SbB, ScB
should satisfy (2). The first condition is met by placing

the pulses according to Fig. 2.

dai+dbi+dci = 1 i ∈ [A,B] (2)

Four offset duty cycles Da, Db, Dc and ∆ are defined as

in equation (3) and (4). These duty cycles are added to

fundamental component of the duty cycle (for example

mcosωt for daA) in order to satisfy (2) and keep the final

duty cycles between 0 and 1. Here m is the modulation

index and can have a maximum value of 0.5.

Da = 0.5|cosωt|

Db = 0.5

∣

∣

∣

∣

cos

(

ωt−
2π

3

)
∣

∣

∣

∣

Dc = 0.5

∣

∣

∣

∣

cos

(

ωt+
2π

3

)∣

∣

∣

∣

(3)

∆ =
1− (Da+Db+Dc)

2

The duty ratios for the array of switches SaA, SbA, ScA
and of SaB, SbB, ScB are given in (4) and (5) respectively.

daA = mcosωt+Da+∆

dbA = mcos

(

ωt−
2π

3

)

+Db

dcA = mcos

(

ωt+
2π

3

)

+Dc+∆ (4)

daB = −mcosωt+Da+∆

dbB = −mcos

(

ωt−
2π

3

)

+Db

dcB = −mcos

(

ωt+
2π

3

)

+Dc+∆ (5)

Fig. 2 shows the pulse generation for switches SaA,

SbA, ScA. A triangular carrier of frequency fs =
1
Ts
is used

to generate the switching signals.

1

daA+dbA

daA

0

0

SaA

ScA

SbA

Ts

Figure 2. Pulse Generation

The average voltages produced by the two array of

switches SaA, SbA, ScA and of SaB, SbB, ScB at A and B in

Fig. 1. are given by

vi = daivoa+dbivob+dcivoc i ∈ [A,B] (6)

Therefore, the DC link voltage, or the dc componentVAB
is given by

Vdc = vA− vB = 3mVo (7)
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Fundamental component of the current produced at

the input side of CSI is given by

ioa1 = (daA−daB)Idc

= 2mIdc cosωt

= Io cosωt (8)

where Io is the peak of fundamental component of cur-

rent. Note that this results in input power factor correc-

tion i.e. the voltage voa and ioa1 are in the same phase.

2.2. Modelling of CSI for Filter design

The dc component of the VAB voltage at steady state

is given by (10), where Idc is the dc component of the

current in the dc side.

Vdc = RdcIdc (9)

From equation (1) and (9), it is seen that voa and

ioa1 are in phase. Therefore, for the fundamental com-

ponents, the CSI can be modeled as a resistance R as

defined below.

R=
Vo

Io
=

Rdc

6m2
(10)

In this analysis it is assumed that the input current,

ioa, to the CSI has two components, first the fundamen-

tal frequency component i0a1 and second the switching

frequency component ioSW . All other components are ne-

glected as they are negligible. Fig. 3 shows the instanta-

neous ioa current over a switching cycle i.e. the kth cy-

cle. The pattern may change from cycle to cycle but the

current will always have an amplitude of Idc and will

be flowing for Ts2m|cosω(kTs)| amount of time. So the

RMS of this current over a switching cycle is given by

(12). Provided Ts << T , the RMS of the input current

over a fundamental cycle (T = 2π
ω ) is given by (13). Us-

ing (12) and (13) we get an expression for the RMS

value of the input current, (14).

I2oRMS
(kTs) = I2dc2m|cosω(kTs)| (11)

I2oRMS
=

1

T
∑ I2oRMS

(kTs)Ts (12)

I2oRMS
=

4I2dcm

π
(13)

Idc

SaA

SaB

kTs (k+1)Ts

ioa

Figure 3. ioa waveform over a switching cycle

The rms value of the switching frequency component

of current IoSWRMS
is then given by the difference of rms

values of total current and the fundamental current.

I2oSWRMS
= I2oRMS

−
I2o

2
(14)

Solving (9) and (14), the expression for IoSWRMS
is ob-

tained as

I2oSWRMS
= 2m

(

2

π
−m

)

I2dc (15)

3. FILTER DESIGN

The equivalent circuit at fundamental frequency after

replacing CSI with resistance R is shown in Fig. 4.

R

L

Cvin

iin1

vo1

Figure 4. Per-phase equivalent circuit at fundamental

frequency

After analyzing this circuit assuming sinusoidal

steady state the phase difference between voltage vin
and current iin1 is given by (17) and the relation between

peak values of voltage vin and vo1 is given by equation

(18). The filter design should be such that the angle θ

representing the input power factor must be as small as

possible and the ratio of Vo
Vin

must be close to unity.

θ = tan−1ωCR− tan−1 ωL

R(1−ω2LC)
(16)
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Vo

Vin
=

R
√

ω2L2−R2(1−ω2LC)2
(17)

The equivalent circuit for the switching frequency

component is given by Fig. 5.

L

C ioSWiinSW

voSW

Figure 5. Per-phase equivalent circuit at switching fre-

quency

After analysing this circuit it is possible to express

the amount of RMS switching frequency ripple present

in the voltage at the input of CSI (19) and current rip-

ple present in the input grid current (20) in terms of the

ripple current present in the input of the CSI.

VoSWRMS
=

IoSWRMS

Cωs|1−
1

ω2
sLC

|
(18)

And the expression for switching component of ca-

pacitor current is obtained as

IinSWRMS
=

IoSWRMS

|1−ω2
sLC|

(19)

The filter design procedure is explained as follows.

The THD (total harmonic distortion) of the input grid

current is given as a specification. With the knowledge

of the input grid voltage amplitude Vin and the total

amount of power for which the converter is designed for,

we can get an estimate of iin1 , assuming the input power

factor is nearly unity. From this it is possible to obtain a

specification of maximum allowable IinSWRMS
. Note that

VoSWRMS
must be small compared to its fundamental com-

ponent Vo. Otherwise it will not be possible to do the

modulation. The allowable RMS ripple in vo as a per-

centage of Vin (as it is very close to Vo) is decided at the

beginning of the design. This consideration results in a

specification ofVoSWRMS
. Equations (19) and (20) are then

solved to obtain the values of L and C. Then the effec-

tive value of the angle θ and the ratio of Vo
Vin

are checked

using (17) and (18) respectively.

Table 1. Parameters

Ldc 4 mH

Rdc 8Ω

L 4 mH

C 75 µF

Vi 100
√
2V

fs =
1
Ts

5kHz

ω 2π60

m 0.5

0.0416 0.0501

−85

0

85

time (s)

i
i
n

(A
),

v
i
n

(V
)

Figure 6. Simulation results: Grid voltage and current

4. SIMULATION

A CSI with the modulation strategy explained in sec-

tion II is simulated in MATLAB/SIMULINK environ-

ment with the parameters shown in Table I. The val-

ues of L and C are decided such that VoSWRMS
= 4.12V

and IinSWRMS
= 33mA. The simulation results are shown

in Fig. 6, 7, 8 and is summarized in Table II. Fig. 6

shows simulated supply voltage and supply current. Its

evident that the input grid current is almost in phase

with the grid voltage and more or less free of the ripple

current and appears to be sinusoidal. Frequency spec-

trum of iin confirms this observation. It turns out that

in simulation the RMS ripple current present is around

31mA as shown in Table II. Fig. 7 shows the input volt-

age and current of the CSI. The frequency spectrums of

these signals are shown in Fig. 8. Its clear that io has

a considerable amount of switching frequency compo-

nent. From Table II our analytical estimation for IoSWRMS

closely matches with simulation. Also the filter ensures

that the ripple component of the voltage vo is very small.

Table II shows a comparison between values of differ-
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Figure 7. Simulation results: Input voltage and current
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Figure 8. Simulation results: Frequency spectrum

Table 2. Simulation Results : A Comparison

VARIABLES ANALYTICAL SIMULATED

Vdc 212.50V 212.02V

Idc 26.56A 26.53A

Io 26.56A 26.48A

IoRMS
21.19A 21.14A

IoSWRMS
9.81A 9.82A

Vo 141.67V 141.63V

VoSWRMS
4.18V 3.12V

IinSWRMS
33mA 31mA

θ -7.87o -8.64o

ent variables obtained from analysis performed in sec-

tion II and from the simulation. It can be seen that the

values obtained from analysis very closely match with

those obtained from simulation. Thus, the analysis pro-

vided in section II and filter design method explained in

section III are verified.

5. CONCLUSION

A design procedure for the input filter required to fil-

ter out the switching component of the currents present

in the input line currents of a current source inverter or

a front end voltage source rectifier has been presented

in this paper. The design is based on the specification

of the THD of the input grid or supply current and the

allowable ripple voltage at the input of the converter.

This design procedure needs an accurate estimation of

the ripple component present in the input line currents.

This paper provides a analytical method to estimate this

ripple. The design also ensures high input power factor

and low voltage drop in the filter. A detailed simulation

of the entire system confirms the analytical estimation

of the input current ripple of the CSI and the proposed

design. The design procedure developed in this paper is

applicable to many other converters including the matrix

converter.
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